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The Cold Turkey Chronicles will help you quit smoking � but it is not your typical self-help guide. Derived from the author�s
own myriad of quitting experiences, A.O. Comerford transforms the process of quitting into an adventurous quest. 

Drawing on a wealth of personal experience, he clearly and astutely outlines the dangers and obstacles you will
encounter on your journey, and with a mix of straight talking, compassion and humour, explains how to combat them
with a minimum of discomfort � all the while offering sound advice and encouragement. 

Day by day, challenge by challenge, A.O. Comerford guides readers around potential pitfalls and continually
encourages them along their journey � to result in a smoke-free life for once and for all! 

�One New Year�s Eve, I was struck by what I can only describe as an epiphany. I suddenly saw nicotine addiction,
not as an indefinable affliction or illness, but rather as my nemesis � and like any enemy, it can be defeated with the
right tools. I realised that my previous attempts to quit had provided me with an invaluable insight into its tactics
and that I could pre-empt its every move. Any military tactician would agree that victory is almost inevitable when
in possession of such valuable information. Armed with my new-found knowledge, I proceeded to stub out my last
cigarette and the smoke-free days became weeks and months,� says A.O. Comerford, of the inception of his book.

�A must for anyone who is truly ready to quit smoking... Straightforward, encouraging, and easy to follow... 
The Cold Turkey Chronicles will help you stop smoking, period.� Readers� Favorite

Born into a farming family of eleven in 1968 rural Ireland, A.O. COMERFORD immigrated to London at the
age of nineteen and has been travelling ever since. After working in Europe, Asia and the Middle East he is
now settled on the Isle of Man and exploring his passion for writing in his free time.  
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